Dear S129
Thank you! We managed to land safely! But not quite where we
expected!
It is one jumbled-up planet! Some people are walking
backwards, some sideways. Some people have their
clothes on back-to-front and some are even wearing
shoes on their ears like earmuffs! What is weirder is
DEL.
they all seem to have the same dog named DEL

HOW TO USE

It looks like somehow, something or someone,
scrambled our landing code. Now we are stuck on
DECODE Mountain surrounded by Scramblers.
Just going to have a plate of scrambled frogs legs whilst we try to work out how to leave this place.
Can you help us?
C36 & L55

This can only be the work of one specimen……the Evil Scrambler!
Not all Scramblers from Decode Mountain are evil like this one. He
scrambles time and space just for fun! I’ve known him since he
was young – it started with eggs and spaghetti and now he spends
his life scrambling other Specimen’s and Vessel’s codes.
Cleo and Lemy are the Evil Scrambler’s latest victims, with a
scrambled up spaceship that doesn’t know where it is going.
To unscramble the scrambled-up message the Evil Scrambler scrambled we
are going to have to build our very own Scramble-Unscramble Scrambling
Device……I think this piece of equipment may need a new name…..
I’ve got as far as cracking the wire connections and making a replica 2D
plan. I’m just struggling with how to read it and create a 3D version of the
Scramble-Unscramble scrambling device. Let me know if you crack the
codes and post it in your portal so the twins can escape Decode
Mountain quick.

1. MAKE THE 2D SCRAMBLE-UNSCRAMBLE SCRAMBLING DEVICE
Go to this episode’s last page and print off the 2d
scramble - unscramble scrambling device or draw your
own on graph paper.
Cut out into 5 sections, known as the Wheels, along the
dotted lines.
Line up in front of you with your SETTING on AAAAA

2. LEARN HOW TO READ THE 2D SCRAMBLE-UNSCRAMBLE
SCRAMBLING DEVICE
To scramble a word, The Evil Scrambler takes each letter, puts it into
the INPUT Wheel and follows the green line through each of the 3 Code
Wheels to the Output Wheel.
The INPUT and OUTPUT don’t move. It is the three middle sections that
move.

Try these:
SETTING: A A A A A
INPUT CODE: B
OUTPUT CODE: H
HINT: Follow B in INPUT along the green wires across the
sections to the OUTPUT
You have now scrambled the letter B
SETTING: AAAAA
INPUT CODE: ESCAPE
OUTPUT CODE: K _ I _V _ (Can you fill in the 3 missing letters?)
You have now scrambled the word ESCAPE
SETTING: ABCDA
INPUT CODE: HELLO
OUTPUT CODE: _ _ _ _ _
HINT: Your setting has changed across the top so your wires
will change.
You have now scrambled the word HELLO to a new setting

SETTING: ABCDA
INPUT CODE: _ _ _
OUTPUT CODE: HEK
HINT: Start at the OUTPUT and trace wires
backwards to unscramble.
SETTING: A _ _ _ A (set your own setting)
INPUT CODE: SLORE
OUTPUT CODE: _ _ _ _ _
You have now changed your setting just like
the Evil Scrambler!

3. BUILD YOUR 3D SCRAMBLE-UNSCRAMBLE SCRAMBLING DEVICE.
1. Roll all 5 strips up and tape inside so that the A and Z meet.
Remember there should be a square to overlap so that there is the same
distance between A and Z as A and B. All alphabet circles should be the
same size.
2. Roll up a piece of A4 paper, the Scrambler Body, into a tube and thread
the 5 wheels on to it in order. Tape the Scrambler Body in place and
make sure it is an even cylinder that fills the wheels.
3. Line up all 5 wheels to AAAAA so they all are next to each other.
Check you can follow a green wire from INPUT to OUTPUT.
4. Tape the INPUT and OUTPUT in place so they don’t move. Don’t tape
the 3 middle wheels.

Now your training is complete you can help me help the twins!
A) Can you work out the SETTING that The Evil Scrambler used.
Hint: He likes using the name of his dog. Re-read the postcard from the twins to help.
SETTING: A _ _ _ A
B) The spaceship control panel is showing the instruction RGTJ .
Can you work backwards to find out what the Evil Scrambler coded?
SETTING: A _ _ _ A
INPUT: _ _ _ _
OUTPUT: R G T J
C) Now using his SETTING you can reset it to LAUNCH
SETTING: A _ _ _ A
INPUT: L A U N C H
OUTPUT: _ _ _ _ _

You have now unscrambled the scrambled-up message The Evil Scrambler scrambled!
And can now LAUNCH your spaceship to his
SETTING A _ _ _ A
BUT where do the twins need to go?
They need to get off Decode Mountain as soon as possible but fuel is low.
There is only enough fuel to go 10 light years.
In my SOS Guide to Intergalactic Travelling I have begun mapping the
planets in our galaxy. Here is an extract surrounding Decode Mountain.

5. Can you use the Evil Scramblers setting A _ _ _ A to work out where they need to go
to refuel.

You will need to work out which planet is 10
light years away using the scale.
Then unscramble the code using your
scramble-unscramble scrambling device to find
out the name of the planet the twins need to
refuel at.

Scale

10 years light

My head feels a bit scrambled.
If you’ve scramble-unscrambled anything using the Scramble-Unscramble
Scrambling Device please put the following into your portal:
1. LAUNCH CODE
2. NAME OF PLANET Cleo and Lemy need to travel to refuel
3. SCRAMBLE –UNSCRAMBLE SCRAMBLING DEVICE, Cleo and Lemy may need to borrow it
EXTRA: A new name for the Scramble-Unscramble scrambling device please as it’s getting
difficult to say.

NOTE FROM THE GAMESMASTER:

The Gamesmasters would love to see
your inventions and code cracking.

FINAL EPISODE: Help the twins get home! Out 29th July

Feel free to send pictures of your work
to @ModernFablesUK or @TD4LP or
direct to jay@modern-fables.com
in exchange for discount vouchers for
our escape rooms when they reopen.

We often use world-renowned code cracking machines as inspiration for our
escape room designs. Here the Scramble-Unscramble scrambling device is based
on the WW2 German ENIGMA. Take a deeper look into code breaking during WW2
at bletchleypark.org.uk. It’s fascinating!
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